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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnd ssion

-Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: itcGuire Nuclear Station Unit 1
Docket No. 50-369
Licensee Event Report 369/92-02

Centlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections (a) (1) and (d), attached is
Licensee Event Report 369/92-02 concernhg a missed Technical
Specification surveillance. This report is being submitted in
accordance.with 10-CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (1). This event is
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health
and safety.of the public."

Very truly yours,
d

C) f}C/84 ~ Q/
T.C. McMeekin

TLP/bcb
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0 xc: Mr. S.D. Ebneter
Administrator, Region II
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta St., trd, Suits 2900
Atlanta, GA 30323 .
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On January D ,1992, while Unit 1 was in Mode 2 (Startup) at 2 percent power and
shutting down cae to a Steam Generator tubo leak, Nuclear Design personnel were
performing a routine review of Re4:-tor Core power distrit ation flux map data. During

analysiu, an error was detected in the results from the computer program used tothi as

perform Unit 1 power distribation surveillance calculations. Previoue use of the
errant computer program by P6ciormance personnel had resulted in incorrect calculation
of Heat Flux Mot Channel Factor and Nucleat Enthhlpy Rise Hot Channel Factor margins,

4

as specified by Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.2.2 and 3/4.2.3, during performance ofI

procedure TT/1/A/9200/289, MC18 Core Power Distritution, which war oerformed December
18, 1991. Aa a cesult, a TS survelliance requirement was not met arci the acti.on
statement was not entered. This event is assignud a cause of Design Deficiency because
tno computer program wat designed incorrectly., The compu*.er progree was subsequently
corrected. The data collected during the latest run of procedurc TT/1/A/9200/289, on
January 16,1992, was reverified in February, 1992 using the revised computer prt> gram.
This action verified that TS Axial Flux Difference and Heat Flux Hor. Channel Factor

~

limits wars not violated during the tiene period in which the erroneuas cornputer program
was used for this latest flux rnap.
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Procedure TT/1/A/9200/289, MC18 Core Power Diutribution, is uwea to verify compliance with |
Technical Specifications (tsp) 3/4.2.2 and 3/4.2.3 for nuclear power peaking factors. j

compliance with the above TSs ensuren that aasumptions for accidento in the Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) that are affected by nuclear peaking factors are within limito.
During performance of procedure TT/1/A/9200/289, Reartor Core Power Flux Maps (FCMo) are
generated and analyzed to detect areas of high power paaking.

Reactor Core power distribution data for procedare TT/1/A/9200/289 is collected via the
Incore instrumentat ion (ENA) ayetem (KIIStIG). The ENA system is used to collect input
cignala from the movable incore flux mapping system. The ENA system does not perform any

nuclear safety related function and is not used during normal daily plant operations, j

Parneters obtained from the ENA system aret Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor (FQ), and Nuclear
Enthalpy Hot Chaanel Factor (FDH) . Certain data recordings within procedure TT/1/A/9200/289
are acccmplinhed by using computer (EIIStCPU] programs DUKE-MONITOR and DETECTOR. These

programs were originally written by a vender organization and were later certified for une
on nuclear safety related systeme by Duke Power personnel. That certification is documented
ac specified in the Design Engineering Quality Assurance Manual procedure PR-101, Engineering

of the
) Calculation / Analysis. These cutputer codes are executed in series with the output

DETECTOR program inputing to the DUKE-MONITOR progra.m. The DETECTOR program is used to

process measured data from the ENA system. Results from *his cooputer code st7uence are used
to calculate the margin of the TS aurveillance limit (s) for both FQ and FDH.

TS 4.2.2.2.b requiren that FQ be measured according to the following schedules

|
1. - At least once per 31 effective full t>ower dayn, or

Upon achieving equilibrium condit ons after exceeding 10 percent or more of rated
i 2.

therral power, the thermal pcwer at which FQ was last determined, or
3. At each time the quadrant power tilt ratio indicated by the excore detectors la
normalized using incert. detector measurementa. q

If Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, Measured (FQM) is evaluated to exceed the limit, TS 4.2.2.2
requireo that ons of the following actiono shall be taken:

| 1. hthin 15 minuten, control the Axial Flux Difterence (AFD) to within the nnw AFD
|
I limits determined by the mathematica} relationship established in TS 4.2.2.2.c.2.a.1,
| or

|
2. Ccerply with the Limiting Conditi7n f or Operation (LCO) specified in TS 3.2.2.|

l
!
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Deucription of Event.

On December 10,1?91, initial power operation f or Unit 1 Fuel Cycle 8 (MCIS) cornmenc od . Thia |

1 Nuclear Power Ota ribution !fuel cycle initiated reviewd TSs and computer pr.ograma for Unit
Liioit e . The TS for MC!B are based on new methodolo lies for Duke Power Company (DPC) . These
changen were approved by the NRC on November 27, 1991 in AAendment No. 128 to Docket No. S t,-
') f 9 . A beginning of cycle (SOC) AFD graph was generated by Performance personnel using
predicted axial offset data listed in the MC.18 Startup and Operational Report. The BOC AFD
graph was subsequen'.ly placed in the Control Room (EIIS:NA] f or use by Licensed Operations
parnonnel while operating the Unit 1 Acactor [EI!S RCT).

On Decett.ber 12, 1991, with Unit I holding at a power '. eval of approximately 38 percent during
power escalation testing, Performance personnel ran procedure TT/1/A/9200/289, using the
computer programu DETECTOR and DUY.E-MONITOR. As. a result of this procedurs run, core flux
nap FCM/1/8/001 was generated. The limits on the Control Room DOC AFD graph were not changed
ao a result of this run.

.

On December '.4, 1991, with Unit 1 at a power level cf approximately 70 percent, Perforcance

! personnel again ran procedure TT/1/A/9200/299. As a reoult of this procedure run, core flux
map FCM/1/8/002 wan generated. The limits on the Cor.tcol Room AFD graph were not changed as
a result of this run.

!
Oa December 1B, 1991, with Unit 1 operating at a steady state power level of 100 percent,

l Forformance personnel ran procedure TT/1/A/9200/289. Core flux map FCM/1/8/004 was generated

f. duing this procedure run. The limits on the Control Room AFD graph should have been >

l

adjusted slightly at this point, however, the graph was not adjusted since the results f rom
Stationthe.0ETEC40R and DUK.E-MONITOR computer N ogram indicated no action was necessary.

I pernonnel who exoct.te,d the program, at-the time, were unaware that the computer program
! results were erroneoun.

On-January 16, 1992, with Unit 1 operating at a steady state power level of 100 parcent,
Performance personnel ran procedure TT/1/A/9200/289. Core flux map FCH/1/8/013 was generated
during this procedure run. The results from this flux map indicated thst no actions were
required. However, reanalysis of this map ohowed that or.o of two actions should have been
taken b/ etation personnel. Either the AFD limite she.uld have been reduced based on the
resulto f rom TS 4.2.2.2.d.1, or the next flux map should be talten before the calculated burn
up where zero operational margin in expected to occur. The calculated zero margin wao

Jetermir.ed to occur approximately 27 aquivalent full power days (EFPD) f rom January 16, 1992.
Since Unit .l-was shutdown on January 17, 1992, this action was not performed or required to
be performed.

. . _ . _ _ _ . _ , _
-. m_._._._ . ,_ m _. _.__
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On January 17, 1992, a Nuclear Design Engineer was performing routine trending analysis of
Unit 1 Reactor Core flux data generated during December 1991. He noticed that the margin for
FDH for flux map FCM/1/8/OO4 was larger than expected. Subsequently, he initiated Problem

,

Investigation Report (PIR) 1-M92-0012 to document and investigate the discrepancy. During

investigation of the PIR, it was determined that the margin limit calculations performed by ,

the computer program DUKE-MONITOR were being performed in a non-conservative manner. The

software proolem was corrected and the computer code re-certified in accordance with
established procedures. Design Engineering perscnnel re-evaluated the MClB flux maps using t

che revised computer program. It was determir.ed that surveillance requirements were not met
for map FCM/1/8/004, however, all LCO requirements were still satisfied for all MC18 flux
maps generated during December 1991 and January 1992.

I

-No additional corrective action was performed at that time because Unit I was shutdown, on
Jar uary 17, 1992, for reputr of an un-related Steam Generator [EIIS SG) tube [EIIS TBG) leak.
This event will be documented in LER 369/92-01.

Conclusion

This event is assigned a cause of Design Deficiency due to the erroneous design of the
j

i- coniputer codes for programa DUKE-MOUITOR and DETECTOR. These computer codes are executed in
Theseries _ with the output of the DETECTOR program inputing to the DUKE-MOHITOR program.

The non-DETECTOR program processes Iteasured reaction rates produced from the ENA system.
;

L conservatism in the- margin limit calculation was caused by . dif fering forms of power
distribution data passed f rom the DETECTJR program to the DUKE-MONITOR program. The DETECTOR '

program generates the power distribution data on a nuclear fuel assembly average basta. i

However, thJ surveillance limits that were supplied to the DUKE-MONITOR program were derived

| on a peak nuclear fuel rod basis. Therefore the DUKE-MONITOR program was expecting peak pin
data, but in fact received nuclear fuel assembly averaged data. This retuited in tha DUKE-

| MONITOR program calculating margins using inconstatont fuel pin and fuel assembly averaged
|

data. This dif ference was not identified during initial development and verification of the
!. programn by Nuclear Design Engineering Department personnel. This was not identified because

f; of the interpretation by_ personnel developing the program of how the limits in the DUKE-
L MONIT'3R program and supporting analysis were derived.

I During the certification and quality assurance phase of development of the DUKZ-MONITOR ,

j program, it was thought by Nuclear Design Engineering staf f personnel that the surveillance
limits that were derived for the DUKE-MONITOR code were on an assembly average basis. It is

|

|
possible to perform FDH-and FQ aurveillance on an assembly average basis or en a pin banis,
and they thought that the methodology of the two pro-rams were being applied in a consistant

j; manner. They knew the power distribut ion data that was being passed frcm the 7ETECTOR
| program was on an assembly average basis, however, they did not know the inpt to to t ae DUKE-

|< - - -
-*
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MONITOR program were derived on a pin basis. Therefore, the data inconsiotancy between the
integral computer package was not identified at this t irne.

.It would have been possible to correct the Unit I flux map AFD limits early in the event on
December 18, 1991. This would have releaued Unit 1 from constraints of TS. However, the

problem was not discovered until January 17, 1992, when a Nuclear Design Engineer discovered ;

inconsistencies on Unit 1 Reactor Core flux map date. The software problem was subsequently
corrected and the computer code re-certified in accordance with e:st ablished procedures.
Since the surveillance calculations for Reactor Core power distribution were found to be non-

-censervative, all tha previous McGuire Unit 1 Cycle 8 flux mope used f or power distribution
raonitoring were re-evaluated with the following resultu

Flux maps FCM/1/9/001 and FCM/1/8/002 were generated during initial Reactor power escalation
testing followiag refueling. Unit 1 Reactor was not at steady state condition during this
time, therefore the requiremente of TS 3.7.2 and 3.2.3 were satiefied and, the curveiAlence''

requirements of' TS 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 were not applicable. ,

,

Flux map FCM/1/8/004 was the first map taken af ter Unit I had been at a steady state power
level for an extended time af ter refueling, and therefore, was the first map required to moet
the - TS ' surveillance requirements. The FQ margin was determined to have been eilghtly
negative and in violation of TS 4.2.2.2. The required action was to reduces the AFD vs. power
level limit graph. However, this action was not taken at the tirae, since the need was not

_-

recognized by appropriate Reactor Group personnul.

| Flux - map FCM/1/8/013 wan the first map taken with Unit 1 at equilibrium conditions and-

.tharefore, was the first map to require extrapolation of the measured Reactor Core power
.

distribution. The current margins were found to be positive, however, the extrapolated
margin for FQ was negative. The TS requirement is to increase the current measured FQ by 2

i

percent, recalculate the margin and then reduce the AFD graph by the amount of the negativc
| roanalyped margin, or the next flux map must be taken before the date at which the margin is

extrapolated to zero. The burn up to zero margin was calculated to be approximately 27 EFPDa
;= from January 16, 1992, the day that map FCM/1/8/013 was taken. Since Unit 1 was reduced to '

L Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) on January 17, 1992, this was not done at thu ti.me, however the map
will be taken after Unit 1 is returned to Mode 1.g

f-

( Although surveil?.ance requirements were not zaet for Reactor Core flux map FCN/1/8/004, all
LCO requirements were satisfied for all MC18 flux maps. Analysis of thre situation,. by the

He';uire Nuclear Station Reactor Group and Nuclear Design Engineering showed that additional
coneervatism built into 75 surveillance calculations includes sufficient margin which would
have prevented Unit 1 from actually exceeding TS surveillance limita.

- - - - - ,- - _
_ _ _ .]
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- A. review of the Operating Experience Ptogram Data Base for the 24 months prior to this event
.

. revealed'4 ovento sehich involved a TS ' violation with a cause- of Design Deficiency. The
<

: previce) ' events . are documented in LERs 369/90-10', 370/90-01, 369/91-03, and 369/91-17.
flowever , these events involved dif f erent groups, different circumstances, - and dif ferent

';

. equipment than this event. Additionally, the corrective actions in these events were >+

< unrelated and would not have prevented this event. Therefore, this avent is not contiidered ;

recurring.-
- i

f <This-eventsta:not Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) reportable.

.. no peroonnel - injuries, radiation overexposurea, or uncontrolled releases of- There =were
-radioactive material as'a reauit of this event.

!

!
-,

,

_

,

h CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

.

I Immedia*et - None

|-
|;

;

isubsequent: 1) The software problem was corrected and the computer code re-certifled:in.
accordance with established procedures. ,

,

\:
. 2 ) .- Appropriate Perfornance personnel' wore notified and the MC18 flux mapsh. were re-evaluated by - Design Engineering personnel using the revised a

t-

computer. program.
,

4 _

't
| s

J .

.

''1) Appropriate Nuclear Design staff personnel will receive addit hnal
.

.

i

[$ :Planneda.
guidance on: the DETf CTOR, DUKE-t'ONITOV<, and other associated t.omputer -

,

programs to raise their knowledge and awareneca levels on these subjects." '

2) .A.. revised RFD limit graph will be placed in the Control Room = before 31
ef fective i'uil power- days on Unit 1.

|
i

..
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3) The verif.tcation procedure for the DETECTOR and DUKE- MONI TOR computer
programe will be updated to require running a test care which demonutrates
the correct function of the two codes as an integral package whenever the

software is changed.
b

4) McGuire Safety Review Group (SRC) personnel will conduct a review of other
computer programs related to quality operations or nuclear safety of the
facility. The SRG will evaluate the validation process ueed on these a

programe and determine if enhanced verification techniquon are

5ppropriate.

!

i SAR'ETY ANALYSIS:

The following YSs pcovide assurance that fuel integrity is maintained during Condition I and
II trenaiento as defined in the FSAR:

FQ - TS 3/4.2.2*

FDH - TS 3/4.2.3
AFD - TS 3/4.2.1
Reactor Coolant (FC) system !1IISt AB) f Lw rate -TS 3/4 2.5.

}

The 70 TS, in conjunction with the MD TS, provides protection againnt Loap Of coolant
Accident (LOCA) and center-lino fuel melt (CFM) related fuel failures. The TDH TS, in

: conjunction with the NC system [EIIStAB) flow rate and AFD T3s provide asautance that the
$ minimum. Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNER) will not be exceeded during Condition

I, or II transiento,
w

compliar.co with the FQ and FDH TSo is accomplished using the computer programa DETLCTOR and
DEE-MONITOR. Thene codes are oxecuted in series, with DETFCTOR being executed first,

f - f ollowed by D'JKE-MONITOR. DETECTOR processes the measured reaction rate data produced from
the RNA syntein. -At the completion of the CETECDR run, data files containing the throo-

Edimensional measured power diatribution are written for use by the computer program DUKE-
MONITJR. This DURE-MONITOR program then processen this information to ensure that the
surveillance requirements of TS 3/4.2.2 and TS 3/4.2.3 are satisfied.

'

| TS 3/4.2.2 and 3/4.2.3 are two tiered upecifications. Messured power dtotriuuttona aru first'

compartd agatnrit an Lc0 limit and then against the surveillance liuit. TS 3/4.2.3 was not
violated during this rrent, however, TS 3/4.2.2 was violated.

If the cleasured power distribution lo less than the LOCA limits at all Reactor Core ,

(
l

. . _ _ -,.,--.,,.,m,._ , _ _ . - - .
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locations, the LCO portion of TS 3/4.2.2 is satisfied. Compliance with TS 3/4.2.2 is

accomplished by comparing the measured power distribution against the LOCA limits specified
in McLI-0400-05, M1C8 Core Operating Limits Report. Prior to con' paring the measured power

distribution to the LOCA limits, an uncertainty is applied to the measured power diatribution
to account for manufacturing tolerance and measurement uncertainty.

The surveillance part of TS 3/4.2.2 is intended to provide assurance that the LOCA limit is <

not violated if the unit was opera 61ng at the extreces of the AFD envelope and a Loch wars
to occur. That is, if Unit I was to experience a severe operational transienc, but maintain
'AFD and rod insertions within the limito preucribed in TS 3/4.2.1 and TS 3.1.3.6, and a 1/.)CA
were to occur, core peaking would be within the limito assumed in the LOCA analysis.

-Surveillance la also performed to ensure that margin exists to the CTM limit.

.The surveillance methodology employed in TS 3/4.2.2 is based on the Core Operating Limits
Methodology described in DPC-NE-2011PA, Nuclear Design Methodology for Core Operating Limita
of Westinghouse Reactors.

.

IQ aurveillance in ~ performed by comparing the measured power distribution against pre-
calculated surveillance limits. Surveillance limits are calculated based on the methodology
d* scribed in DPC-NE-2011PA. These limite are sometimes referred to as monitoring factors,

and include allowances for manufacturing tolerances, measurement uncertainty, and s factor
to account for allowable Reactor quadrant power tilt ratio.

Monttoring factors are generated to provide both LOCA, DNBR and Reactor Protection system'

(IPE) (EIIS JC) protection. The monitoring factors which are ger'erated to provide both LOCA
and Reactor Core fuel = melt protection are_ a three dimensional quant %y which are

functionalized against both Reactor power level, and fuel burn up. These factors represent

the maximum power that can be n.easured at any given core 1ccation. If the measured power at
this core location is greater than the monitoring factor, then the measured powar

= distribution may be Timiting with respect to LOCA or CFM. The peaking margin available to

both the LOCA peaking limit (operational margin) - and to the CFM - limit (IPE margin) are
calculated at each core location. This margin forma the basis for reducing the AFD limits
4.n Section m2 of TS 3/4.2.2, and for reducing the over temperature delta temperature (OTDT)-

: trip setpoint in section c.3 of TS 3/4.2.2.

The monitoring factors which are generated t.o provide DNBh protection are a two dimonolonal
quantity which are functionalizud against Reactor power level and'Co:e burn up. Those

factors repre:sent the maximum radial power Lhat can be measured at any core location. If tiu
measured radial power at thi.s core location is greater than the monitoring factos., then the
measured power distribution may be limiting with respect to DNBR. The puaking margin '

,

available to bot.h the operational DNDR limit and survelliance limit are calcula+ ed for each -
.,
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core location. This cuargin forms the basic ter actions required in TS 3/4.? .3. [

l

Il
,

The problem identified in tho margin to limit calculations performed in the surveil?.ance
. portion of TSs 3/4.2.2 and 3/4.2.3 caused a surveillance action item to be missed in TS
3/4.2.2. It should be noted that the FQ LCO limits and Core fuel melt limits of TS 3'4.2.2
wore never challenged. Tn addition, positive margin to the ICO and survuillance limits for
TS 3/4.2.3 were also entisfied. Negative FQ operational inargin was calculated in flux maps
'FCH/1/8/004 used to satisfy the surveillance frecuency of TS 3/4.2.2 and TS 3/4.2.3. The

magnitude of the negative operational margin was -0.86 percent.

The monitoring f actors that were generated for MC18 inherently included peaking margin which
was not utilized in the surveillance monitoring calculations. Thia margin was present in the
HC18 monitoring factora because of conservattom in the proced' ares used to calculate these
factors. .The analysis performed in MCC-1553.05-00-0116, Operabi)ity Evaluation for PIR-1-
M92-0012, confirmed that pooitive FQ operational margin actually did exist in flux map
FCM/1/8/004. The magnitude of this positive FQ operational ma rgir. was 1.14 percent.

'

Therefore, it can.be concluded that the initial condLtion peaking asuumed in the LOCA
accident _analyala would not have been exceeded if Unit I were to go through a severe
operational transiens and then have a LOCA.

During the tilne period of December 10,1991 through January U, 1991 Unit I was not operated
near the extremos of the AFD envelope and did not . experience any operational transients
related - to the Reactor Core. No additional anomalies wero noted and all primary and

'escondary systems operatted within specifications. No safety systemn were challenged.

Emergency core cooling and emergency electrical 1 ower were available but not required and not e

actuated. 'There were no radiological consequences an a result of this event.
"

,

|

Therefore, the health and safety cf the public were not affected as a result of this event.

.
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